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As the emerging technology eco-system is evolving and churning out
new ventures every day, it is also generating a unique and advanced set
of marketing challenges for the new-age CEO. This qualitative report
investigates in depth the marketing objectives and challenges as well
as the talent-pool conflicts of growth-stage companies across emerging
sectors namely Blockchain, PROPtech, ADtech, HRtech, FINtech,
AI, AR and machine learning. This PAN-India study, which interviewed
founders, co-founders, CEOs and marketing heads of growth-stage
companies, reiterates the fact that every challenge is inimitable and
therefore its solution has to be as precise as a razor’s edge. Interestingly,
this report has answered in detail not only the primary research question
but has revealed business insights that make this study worth a million
dollars.
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A million-dollar
question(s)
What inspires great
visionaries?

What makes growth-stage
CEOs perspire?

What are their expectations
from the marketing function?
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What was your inspiration?
A vision or a dream is the founding stone of success. What inspired our
interviewees to start their business?
Was it just a crazy idea born of a candid conversation between friendly
colleagues? A dare? A philanthropic mindset? A desire to transform and
simplify the industry? A need to apply technology as an enabler? A drive
to democratise content creation?
Whatever the inspiration, the crux of every visionary’s hustle is either
to drive technology as an enabler, demystify or simplify an industry,
leverage data or target the requirements of the “generation curious”.

Crux of all the hustles
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“Forget Millennials,
address the Gen
Curious”

Eureka moment:
During the study,
we found that one
of the biggest
motivations
and drivers of
organisations in
the emerging
sector was the
need to target
the requirements
of and capture
the minds of the
generation curious.
The millenials are
decidedly passé.

What is success without a
challenge?
Growth-stage visionaries share their marketing challenges during our
51-minute interaction with them:

More than one target audience: Your consumer/decision-maker may
be sold on the idea of your game-changing tech solution/service but if
the procurement head wants to know the ROI, you must not become
tongue-tied.
Creating a parallel pitch for your dual target audience is a smart move—
one pitch sells user-experience to the CEO while the other one assures
ROI to procurement head.

Data deficiency: Our massive population is a hurdle in the way of data
collection and standardisation. Without accurate data, the understanding
of the target group and consumer behavior in any emerging sector is
impossible.
Establishing a partnership(s) with a research agency demonstrates your
understanding of data importance and increases your credibility to handle
data-related challenges.

The copycat syndrome: Once a product/service is launched it loses its
novelty as multiple entities will reproduce the same product/service in
the blink of an eye. In order to shatter this clutter of identical products/
services, organisations need to go that extra mile.
No one can duplicate your method, resources and vision. Your product/
service IP is untouchable. Drive this advantage home with absolute
confidence.
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Costly customers: Due to the copycat syndrome, the cost of acquiring
customers shoots up.
A smart go-to-market strategy and tech-driven lead generations are your
weapons of acquisition.

Scary to scale up: Although India’s B2C market is extremely lucrative;
organisations are inhibited by their current operations and status to
move in to the B2C market.
As the Mountain Dew tagline says “Darr ke aage jeet hai”. The risk
factor in upgrading from B2B to B2C entails massive opportunity and
irreplaceable learning.

Salesman’s ego: Change is the only constant but it is constantly resisted.
Salesmen are very possessive about the systems they have established
which proves to be a drain for organisations driving new product/
services.
Creating awareness and providing incentive to propel smooth tech
adoption is the only way forward in this case.

Dug in deep: Most organisations have a well-oiled system that may
be obsolete in today’s time. But bringing about a change in these wellentrenched systems is like swimming against the current.
Do you have any bright solutions? Do share.
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High

The Marketing Challenges Matrix

Contitnue to watch

Area of Interest

Scope for outsourcing

Getting the
content right

Competition
(“me-too”)
Cost of customer
acquisition
Taget the
right guy

Cure

Nature
Data

		

Salesman’s ego

Legal battles
Low

Cultural issues

Low

Scaling up from
B2B to B2C

Alignment with core marketing challenge

High

Eureka moment: As we delved deeper into the marketing landscape of
emerging sectors, we stumbled upon an anomaly that was nowhere on
anyone’s radar. Two target audience. A suave CEO might love your idea
but if the procurement head is doubtful, you have no sale. Therefore, the
need for a double pitch.
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What is marketing to you?
Our research revealed the wide spectrum of the definition of marketing
according to various respondents. What is the first word or image that
comes to your mind when you think of marketing?
ROI, value exchange, frequency media vs impact media, media
planning, trust, data content, data crunching, social media posts.

Creative
dissemination

Twitter feed

“Marketing is all about
Value Exchange”

Media
Planning

ROI

Frequency Media Vs
Impact Media

TV commercials

Social media
posts

Data

crunching
TRUST

Eureka moment: Our study found that the new-age visionaries
understand the need for data-driven marketing in the emerging sectors.
They believe in inbound rather than pushy marketing strategies.
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Great expectations… and why
not?
The interviews revealed an insightful set of expectations that founders/
co-founders have from a marketing entity.
1. Expertise in communication with the ability to rightly portray the
client’s story towards the purpose of thought/sector leadership.
2. Ability to design a website that conveys relevant, new-age, datadriven messages in a simplified language.
3. Proficiency in handling technology and data analytics.
4. High-quality blogs and portfolio literature targeting the “generation
curious”
These expectations are real and reasonable. Any marketing veteran
worth his/her salt will appreciate these revelations and will dexterously
consolidate the solutions and resources to address these requirements.

Eureka moment: We discovered very encouraging and positive
perspectives on the concept of fractional CMOs. Our respondents were
excited about a marketing entity if it takes ownership from strategy till
execution; is willing to be a business partner; and works on a successbased model rather than a transaction-based engagement. Very
encouraging indeed...
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Curious discoveries and priceless learnings
When repliCMO commissioned this report to its research partner, Etyma
consultancy, it expected to discover and understand the motivations and
challenges of growth-stage companies. But…Eureka! It discovered much
more.
Apparently, new-age CEOs are looking for marketing partners/
leader who can bring their A-game and absolute commitment to the
business in the face of constant evolution in the market as well as the
technology eco-system. Today’s CEOs are looking to step-up their
game and therefore are not interested in stand-alone services such as
digital marketing, PR plans or content marketing. They are looking at
the bigger picture. They are looking for marketing IP that encompasses
every facet of marketing and its evolving challenges, and takes their
business all the way to the pinnacle of success.
So do tell us, what are your business challenges? What are you looking
for in a marketing entity? And more importantly, are you as intrigued by
this report as we are? Visit us at www.replicmo.com
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Contact us
To know more, please visit www.repliCMO.com

Follow us @repliCMO

/company/replicmo

repliCMO is the industry’s leading platform for marketing IP creation and
delivery, in B2B space. Our vision is to create a global think-tank that
debunks the traditional construct of marketing as a Service and powers it
as an Intellectual Property, for businesses.
For more information or for any queries,
write to us at contact@repliCMO.com
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